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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case
No. SC22-592

Complainant,
The Florida Bar File

v. No. 2022-50,590(17C) OSC

JONATHAN BENJAMIN LEWIS,

Respondent.

0
u
o NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE

AND MOTION TO DISOLVE SUSPENSION

Petitioner, JONATHAN BENJAMIN LEWIS, through

O undersigned counsel, submits his Notice of Compliance and

respectfully moves to dissolve his suspension from the practice of

law and states as follows:

1. This is a contempt proceeding wherein the Bar sought to

compel the Respondent to submit a written response to a pending

ci Bar grievance, as he had not previously responded to same despite

requests that he do so.

2. As a direct result of his failure to submit such written

response and his failure to respond to this Court's May 2, 2022,

Order to Show Cause, he was adjudicated in contempt and
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suspended from the practice of law pursuant to this Court's Order

dated June 6, 2022.

3. On July 7, 2022, the Respondent submitted via e-mail a

full and complete response to the grievance filed in Florida Bar File

Number 2022-50,377(17B) (hereinafter "Massey grievance"). As

such there is no longer a need for the Court's intervention seeking

to compel the Respondent to file a written response to the Bar's

inquiry to the Massey grievance. See Exhibit A attached.

4. The Respondent fully understands that his current

compliance does not end the Court's inquiry into this issue and that

he needs to explain the reasons for his tardy submission of a

response to a grievance. As such, the Respondent offers the

following to mitigate his delay in providing a timely response to the

Bar:

A. The Respondent had secured several extensions of

time to respond the Massey grievance and had made one final

request for extension that apparently was not granted.

B. After his discharge from the Massey law firm, and

due to COVID related issues he established a virtual office and had

some issues related to the receipt of mail and issues related to a
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previous e-mail account (jlewislaw@mail.com) that he did not review

that often due to the lack of client activity on this particular e-mail

account. His receipt of the Court Order of suspension came at

roughly the same time as he discovered the Petition for Order to

Show Cause and the Order on same.

B. Upon his receipt of the Court's Order of Suspension,

he prepared, on or about June 10, 2022, a full and detailed

response to the grievance (attached to Exhibit A) and believed that

he had provided same to the Bar and that this would cure the issue

at hand. He understands that more was necessary and has

recently retained counsel to ensure future compliance with requests

for information from The Florida Bar.

C. He has never previously been disciplined by the Bar.

4. The Respondent has now retained counsel to assist him

in the defense of the Massey grievance and it is anticipated that any

future requests for information from the Bar will have a timely

response.

5. The Respondent's failure to timely respond was not

meant to hinder the administration of justice or meant as an affront

to the authority of this Court. This failure was not for the purpose
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of delay, as he believes that he has not violated the R. Regulating

Fla. Bar regarding the matters raised in the Massey grievance

WHEREFORE, based on the foregoing, the Petitioner,

JONATHAN BENJAMIN LEWIS, respectfully requests that this

Honorable Court note his compliance and return him to the active

practice of law and for such other relief as the Court deems

appropriate.

Respectfully submitted,

RICHARDSON & TYNAN, P.L.C.
Attorneys for the Respondent
8142 North University Drive
Tamarac, Florida 33321
Telephone: 954-721-7300
Facsimile: 954-721-4742
ktynan@rtlawoffice.com
mcrowley@rtla fffice.com

By:
If VIN P. TYNAN, ESQUIRE
Florida Bar No: 710822

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

WE HEREBY CERTIFY this Notice has been furnished by

electronic mail only to Allie F. Huston, Bar Counsel, The Florida

Bar, 1300 Concord Terrace, Suite 130, Sunrise, FL 33323
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(jpearsall@florida.org; esanchez@floridabar.org), and to Patricia Ann

Toro Savitz, Staff Counsel, The Florida Bar, at

psavitz@floridabar.org on this day of July 2022.

By:
//I E IN P. TYNAN, ESQUIRE
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LAW OFFICES

RICHARDSON & TYNAN, P.L.C.
8 I 42 NORTH UNIVERSITY DRIVE

TAMARAC, FLORIDA 33321

KEVIN P TYNAN TELEPHONE

NOLA M RICHARDSON (954) 72 I -7300

July 7, 2022

Allie F. Huston, Esq.
Bar Counsel, The Florida Bar
Lake Shore Plaza II - Suite 130
1300 Concord Terrace
Sunrise, Florida 33323

Re: Complaint against Jonathan Benjamin Lewis, Esq.
TFB File No. 2022-50,377(17B)

Dear Ms. Huston:

Please note my appearance in the above captioned matter on behalf of Mr. Lewis. I am
enclosing Mr. Lewis' tardy response, dated June 10, 2022, to the complaint filed by his now
former employer. Please accept Mr. Lewis' heartfelt apology for not responding sooner to this
grievance, but he believed that his June 10, 2022 letter had been sent and received by your office.

Please let me know ifwe can be of any further assistance.

Ve ly Y.ø(rs,

P. TYNAN, ESQ.
T/itm

cc: client
complainant, via Don Smith, Esq.



Kevin Tynan

From: Lewis, Jonathan <jlewis@sszrlaw.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 7, 2022 9:48 AM
To: Kevin Tynan
Subject: Fwd: TFB Case No.: 2022-50337,
Attachments: Response to Bar Inquiry FINAL.pdf; Cert. of Disclosure.pdf

See below.

-------- Forwarded message ---------
From: JB Lewis <jlewislaw@mail.com>
Date: Thu, Jul 7, 2022 at 9:33 AM
Subject: Fwd: TFB Case No.: 2022-50337,
To: Jonathan Lewis <jlewis@sszrlaw.com>

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: JB Lewis <jlewislaw@mail.com>
Date: June 10, 2022 at 1:47:36 PM EST
To: acapintake@thefloridaba r.org
Subject: Re: TFB Case No.: 2022-50337,

Good afternoon, attached please find my response to the bar inquiry in the above matter and related
disclosures, in compliance with the Court's Order to show cause and Order of suspension. I sincerely
apologize for the delay and will address the same in a separate
filing.
Best Regards,

Jonathan Lewis
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06/10/2022

VIA E-Mail [acapintake@thefloridabar.org]
and Federal Express
Allie Huston, Bar Counsel
The Florida Bar
Attorney Consumer Assistance Program
651 E. Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, FL 32799

cc: Ms. Starlett Massey
c/o Donald Smith, Jr., Esq.
109 N. Brush Street, Suite 200
Tampa, FL 33602

Re: Complaint by Starlett M. Massey against Jonathan Benjamin Lewis
TFB File No: 2022-50,377

Dear Bar Counsel,

Introduction

The following is my response to the inquiry filed by my former law partner Starlett M.
Massey with the assistance of her legal counsel Don Smith and Debra Davis relating to my
alleged conduct in connection with the representation of Dean Saunders and Lisa Palladino
Saunders. I categorically deny any ethical violations in connection with these matters and dispute
the factual, and largely hearsay, basis for many ofMs. Massey's allegations. As detailed herein, I
represented Mr. and Mrs. Saunders to the best ofmy ability under difficult circumstances created
in part by Ms. Massey's firm administration policies. I learned of the "evidence" underlying Ms.
Massey's complaint for the first time upon reviewing the attachments to this Bar inquiry as Ms.
Massey failed and refused to communicate with me or provide these documents during the
relevant time period. Having now reviewed these documents, I believe Ms. Massey herself may
have been deceived regarding their authenticity and I regret that this matter could not be resolved
through open communication and disclosure.

Notably, while Ms. Massey alleges that she was compelled to file the subject inquiry by
the strictures of Rule 4-8.3(a), this matter was not filed until nearly four months after she
"learned of facts" supposedly substantiating the inquiry. In reality, the inquiry later discloses that
the terms of a confidential settlement agreement reached between Ms. Massey and the Saunders
expressly required or provided for Ms. Massey to file the subject inquiry. The confidential
settlement agreement itself is not attached as an exhibit to the inquiry, and I was not advised of
or involved in the negotiation of that document. I am also unaware of the nature of the
underlying malpractice allegations made by the Saunders against Massey Law Group and was
never advised of any such allegations. As such, I can only assume that the flawed and erroneous
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factual allegations in Ms. Massey's inquiry were also the basis for the malpractice allegations
which the Saunders' utilized to extract a monetary settlement from Massey Law Group despite
the fact that there had been no adverse rulings in their underlying litigation. I would further note
that after Ms. Massey filed her inquiry, on December 02"d, 2021 the Saunders' reached a separate
Mediated Settlement Agreement in the matter in which they had been represented by Massey
Law Group and thereupon joined in filing a stipulation for dismissal of that matter with
prejudice.

Factual Statement

I was first retained by Dean and Lisa Saunders in 2015, prior to accepting a position at
the Massey Law Group and retained them as a client upon joining the firm. However, within a
short period of time, Dean and Lisa had accumulated a significant accounts receivable balance
with the finn. Ms. Massey and I had a number of discussions regarding how to handle this
deficiency balance. She took the position that we should freeze all activity on the file and
threaten to withdraw, while I believed that the Saunders' were slow-paying clients who had
always caught up on their balance due when they were financially able to do so. During my
discussions with Lisa Saunders, she repeatedly stated that she would pay the balance due to
Massey Law Group, but indicated at various time that they were struggling financially due to
circumstances with Dean's employment, their investments and COVID-19 pandemic. Despite
Ms. Massey's indication that she was unaware of the status of the case, the firm conducted
weekly litigation meetings at which we discussed the status of active matters, including the
Saunders litigation. During these discussions, I accurately advised her that we were in the end
stages of litigation, having completed expert witness disclosures and written discovery, and that
the matter would most likely need to be tried before a jury because an attempt at mediated
settlement had failed. Ms. Massey advised that she was unwilling for the firm to devote the time
and resources to a trial unless the full balance due was paid by the Saunders, together with a
substantial trial retainer. I related this position to Lisa Saunders, who reiterated their intent to pay
the balance due, urged me to move the case forward, but did not tender payment of the balance.

Moreover, even if the Saunders had been current on their payment status and Ms. Massey
had not directed me to stop work on their case, the fact that the case "remained stagnant" from
June of 2020 through April of 2021 was also attributable to the fact that the Circuit Court of the
Fifteenth Judicial Circuit in Palm Beach County was under COVID-19 Health and Safety
Protocols and Operational Measures. See Palm Beach Circ. Court AO 12.515 -01/2022. During
this time period, completion of ajury trial in this matter was impossible.

While I no longer have access to the Massey Law Group billing system, my time entries
and detailed billing statements for the above period of time will be consistent with the activities
and case events discussed above and will not indicate any attendance at hearings on post-
judgment motions or related matters. These detailed statements were reviewed monthly by Ms.
Massey and transmitted on a monthly basis to Dean and Lisa Saunders. IfMr. and Mrs. Saunders
truly believed they had obtained a judgment and that their case was closed, it is surprising that
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they did not question receiving billing statements which would have included activities such as
attendance at pre-trial conferences and preparation ofwritten discovery responses.

During this time period, Mrs. Saunders contacted me to advise that she had been served
with a lawsuit filed by Charles Halberg, the principal of the defendant in her construction
litigation. Halberg's defamation action was based on negative comments which Ms. Saunders
posted on Facebook regarding his company and its performance and included a statement that
she was trying to collect on a judgment against Halberg. I did not construe this statement to mean
that Ms. Saunders was under a mistaken impression that she had a judgment, but I did admonish
her not to make any more posts online while her case remainedpending. However, I believed the
defamation action was frivolous, that were no provable damages, and that this was merely an
attempt to obtain leverage in the underlying civil litigation. Accordingly I prepared a simple
Answer and Affirmative Defenses, which I filed in the case using my Massey Law Group e-
service account. The Affirmative Defense of truthfulness was applicable to many of the allegedly
defamatory statements set forth in the Complaint, including those with regards to the
workmanship of the project, the existence of defects, and difficulties Mrs. Saunders had
encountered in collecting payment. Had Ms. Massey inquired of this, I would have advised her
of the same.

I did not open a new litigation matter for this defamation complaint because I believed it
was substantially related to the Saunders' existing litigation, however I did bill my time for
preparation of the Answer and Defenses through the Massey Law Group billing system under the
existing construction litigation matter and made no effort to conceal this activity. Had I not taken
this action, a default or default judgment may have been entered against the Saunders while I
was their counsel of record in a related matter, which I believe would have constituted a
violation of my professional responsibilities towards Mr. and Mrs. Saunders. In any case, as I
anticipated, the defamation action was never substantially litigated and was settled
contemporaneously with the underlying construction litigation in December of2021. To be clear,
I never accepted any separate compensation from Mr. and Mrs. Saunders in connection with this
matter, and all work was billed through the Massey Law Group.

The firm's dispute with the Saunders reached a head in March of2021, when Ms. Massey
demanded that the Saunders make immediate payment of their past-due balance, and stated that
if they did not Massey Law Group would withdraw and sue them for the balance due. I was
uncomfortable with this course of action due to my long-standing relationship with the Saunders
and the fact that their case was essentially prepared for a trial in which I reasonably anticipated
they would make a recovery sufficient to cover their legal fees. Nevertheless, I argued that if we
withdrew as counsel, Massey Law Group should write off the balance due from the Saunders.
Ms. Massey agreed, and I contacted Lisa Saunders by phone to advise her that Massey Law
Group was taking this position. I did not immediately prepare or file a Motion to Withdraw as
Counsel as I hoped that the Saunders would catch up on their balance due and permit the case to
be completed, however I also did not misrepresent filing such a motion to Ms. Massey. As a firm
policy, the litigation team (including Ms. Massey) at Massey Law Group was copied on all e-
filed motions and court orders. Ms. Massey is well aware of the process for attorneys to
withdraw from a case, and of the fact that no motion or order was filed in this case. The claim
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that I misled her into believing we had withdrawn as counsel appears to be a self-serving
response to the allegations made by the Saunders.

On or about April 26, 2021, Lisa Saunders called the St. Petersburg offices of Massey
Law Group and spoke to paralegal Kimberly Wilmot claiming "she was awarded a judgment
years ago and she has been fighting to get paid," and further stated, according to Ms. Wilmot that
I had represented to her that she would be receiving $33,000.00 from an equipment sale in April
of 2021. I received an e-mail from Ms. Wilmot advising of this phone call and immediately
contacted Starlett to advise that I had no knowledge of a garnishment or of any funds which had
been received on behalf of the Saunders. Ms. Massey expressed relief and stated that we should
jointly call Ms. Saunders the following day to clarify the situation. During this conversation I
expressed to Ms. Massey that I was very frustrated with the situation that had been created with
the Saunders and with the firm's handling of several other matters, that I unsatisfied with our
practice and that I was considering resigning. She stated that I should not "go down that road"
and Lisa Saunders was just a "crazy lady."

The following day, I attempted to call Ms. Massey in the morning to check in regarding
several pending litigation matters we were working on jointly. The call went directly to
voicemail as did numerous calls through the remainder of the day. When I finally spoke to Ms.
Massey, she advised me that she was "freaking out" because Lisa Saunders had sent her text
messages in which I had purportedly told her she had a judgment, and that the firm had received
funds on her behalf. I expressly denied sending any such messages and asked Starlett to forward
the alleged messages to me. She did not, and shortly after that conversation ceased all
communications with me, except through her attorney Debbie Davis. I did not see or review the
purported text messages until receiving this Bar inquiry. I did advise both Ms. Massey and Ms.
Davis that I did not have any pertinent text messages relating to the Saunders representation on
my phone and offered to provide my phone for forensic examination. This offer was not
accepted. I remain willing to provide my phone to the Florida Bar for forensic review upon
request.

The crux of Ms. Massey's allegations of misconduct appear to arise from the multiple
text messages attached to the Complaint. The supposed recipient of these messages, Lisa
Saunders, has not attested to the authenticity of the messages or provided any link between these
messages and me, other than my initials at the top of screen shots of the messages. I have no
direct information as to who created these messages, how or why. It appears they were written by
someone with knowledge of legal principals and procedures, but they were not written by me and
they don't reflect my understanding of the case or any information which I may have
communicated with Ms. Saunders verbally or via e-mail. It was my preference not to
communicate with Ms. Saunders via text because she frequently misconstrued information,
reacted emotionally and required follow-up explanations of developments in her case. As such,
telephonic communication with her was easier and we spoke several times a month via phone to
update her on the case's status. I would note that during the course of representing Lisa Saunders
in the underlying construction litigation, she provided me with text messages which were
purportedly exchanged between her and Charles Halberg and between her and Charles
McGovern, the construction manager of the project, and counsel for the defendant disputed the
authenticity of such messages. These disputes were never conclusively resolved.
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Until April of 2021, Mrs. Saunders never expressed dissatisfaction with my
representation or the representation of Massey Law Group. As such, I can only conclude that
these text messages were a device utilized by Mrs. Saunders to divert fault to Massey Law
Group, thereby enabling her to avoid payment of past due legal fees, obtain a settlement of a
threatened malpractice claim, and subsequently obtain a settlement of her construction litigation
inatter. Unfortunately her allegations were not substantially vetted by Massey Law Group, and I
was unaware of the basis of her claims until I received Ms. Massey's inquiry to the Florida Bar.

Finallly, it appears that Ms. Massey misconstrued or has mischaracterized substantial
portions of our conversation on Wednesday, April 28*, 2021. Admittedly, this conversation
occurred over one year ago, and was fairly emotionally charged, as we had made the decision to
terminate a longstanding business relationship and friendship. As such, I do not recall the details
of the conversation precisely. I am certain however, that I did not admit to sending the subject
text messages to Ms. Saunders (as I had not seen any such text messages at the time of that
conversation). I did admit to filing an Answer and Defenses in the defamation action. I was
certainly depressed and exhausted by the accusations which were being made and the terms
under which I was being cut out of the practice. I expressed, truthfully, that I was unsure whether
I wanted to continue the practice of law after my recent experiences. I do recall Mrs. Davis
suggesting that I contact Florida Lawyers' Assistance but I did not express that I was suffering
from delusions or suicidal compulsions. I do not recall expressing any concerns regarding my
wife, and I find the inclusion of such an allegation to be impertinent and an apparent attempt to
cause personal embarrassment for unknown reasons. In hindsight, I question whether Ms. Davis'
concerns and the reference to Florida Lawyers' Assistance were made to substantiate the
narrative of a mental health crisis which was provided in response to the Saunders' allegations of
legal malpractice against Massey Law Group. Again, I was not present in those discussions and
can only speculate as to how and why such a settlement was ultimately reached. I will gladly
submit to any evaluation required by the Florida Bar to confirm my competency and lack of
mental disorders.

Alleged Violations

Rule 4-1.1 Competence - I was at all times competent to handle all of the legal issues
involved in the Saunders litigation. In addition to having been a general practitioner in the State
of Florida since 2007, I have litigated multiple construction litigation matters and have been
recognized by Florida Super Lawyers as a Rising Star in the area of Construction Litigation in
both 2020 and 2021. The Saunders matter did not present unique questions of law or fact for
which I was unprepared. The work which I performed in the case was of an appropriate skill
level, including the selection and coordination of multiple expert witnesses, and supervision of
their inspections of the property and subsequent expert witness reports.

Rule 4-1.3 Diligence - I acted with reasonable diligence at all times in the representation
of Dean and Lisa Saunders. As Commentary to the Rule provides, "A lawyer should pursue a
matter on behalf of a client despite opposition, obstruction or personal inconvenience to the
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lawyer [...] Unless the relationship is terminated as provided in Rule 4-1.16, a lawyer should
carry through to conclusion all matters undertaken for a client." Consistent with this directive, I
consistently advocated for bringing the Saunders litigation to conclusion through trial, and filed
an Answer and Affirmative Defenses on behalf of the Saunders in Defamation litigation because
we had not withdrawn as their counsel and I believed such action to be within the scope of our
representation. There is no allegation that any inaction by me resulted in prejudice to the
Saunders, as at the time that Massey Law Group withdrew as counsel their litigation remained
pending, discovery remained open, expert witness reports had been completed and the case was
essentially ready for trial.

Rule 4-1.4 Communication - This allegation appears to be based on the text messages
purportedly sent to Mrs. Saunders containing false information regarding the status of her case. I
categorically dispute the authenticity of such messages. Aside from the text messages, I
communicated with Mrs. Saunders regularly via telephone regarding the status of her case, and
she received monthly detailed billing reports which explained all activity which had occurred on
her case.

Rule 4-3.2 Expediting Litigation - This rule requires a lawyer to make reasonable
efforts to expedite litigation and conversely prohibits a lawyer from engaging in dilatory tactics.
The only pertinent allegation in the inquiry is that the case "remained stagnant" from June of
2020 until April of 2021, however, as detailed above, during the period of time, materially
advancing the case was impossible due to the COVID-19 pandemic and instructions from Ms.
Massey to limit work on the subject file.

Rule 4-4.1 Truthfulness in Statements to Others - It appears that this Rule does not
apply to any of the factual allegations in the inquiry as it relates to misrepresentations which
were made to third parties in the course of representing a client. While the inquiry alleges
misrepresentations to the Saunders, which I dispute, it does not allege that I made
misrepresentations to any third parties in the course ofrepresenting Dean and Lisa Saunders.

Rule 4-8.4 Misconduct (a)(b)(c) - While the inquiry references subsections (a), (b) and
(c) of this rule, subsection (a) merely references violations of other provisions of the Rules of
Professional Conduct and subsection (b) prohibits lawyers from committing criminal acts that
reflect adversely on the lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects.
No portion of the factual summary in the inquiry alleges any violation of criminal law, even if all
allegations were accepted as true and factual. This leaves only subsection (c), which prohibits
dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation. I categorically dispute the authenticity of the text
messages attached to the inquiry, which are the only allegations set forth therein of dishonesty or
fraud. It is unclear from the inquiry what the supposed objective or purpose of this fraud was, as
I did not derive any monetary benefit from any representation of the Saunders and there is no
allegation that I appropriated any funds in connection with any alleged scheme. This is the
apparent reason that Ms. Davis and Ms. Massey ascribe this scheme to "mental health crisis," as
there is no logical or sane explanation as to why I would engage in this behavior, given that I was
exceedingly capable of trying the subject case, stood to gain nothing from the misrepresentations
in the text messages and had no financial stake in the outcome of the underlying litigation one
way or another. I understand and respect the concerns Ms. Massey had when confronted with
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these messages, however I wish that she had taken the time to verify these allegations before
taking the actions that she did and filing the subject inquiry. I trust that the Florida Bar will
exercise all appropriate diligence in investigating these messages and that this matter will be
disposed of appropriately.

Should this case proceed beyond the initial inquiry stage, I would respectfully request
that the Bar obtain and deliver the confidential settlement agreement reached between Massey
Law Group and Mr. and Mrs. Saunders, all communications with Mr. and Mrs. Saunders and all
related documents, in addition to a subpoena of all phone records and the opportunity to depose
all pertinent parties.

Respectfully Submitted,

Jonathan B. Lewis
Fla. Bar No. 41362
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Pursuant to Rule 3-7.1(f) of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar, you must execute the
applicable section of this form and retmn it to my attention. The rule provides that the nature of
the charges be described in the notice to your firm or you may attach a copy of the complaint.

CERTIFICATE OF DISCLOSURE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this lðfh day of 344f , 20_4 a true copy of
the foregoing disclosure as furnished to dEn , a member of
my present law firm of. g, er f [ ee,. ‰den + &Vnes , and,
if different, to Jhv/eM- ) , a member ofthe law firm of

c.ny Lue fr"ep , with which I was associated
at the time of the act(s) givin rise to the complaint in The Florida Bar File No. 2022-50,337
(17J).

Jo an Benjamin fiwis

CERTIFICATE OF DISCLOSURE
(Corporate/Government Employment)

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of , 20__, a true copy of the
foregoing disclosure was furnished to , my supervisor at

(name ofagency), with
which I was associated at the time of the act(s) giving rise to the complaint in The Florida Bar
File No. 2022-50,337 (17J).

Jonathan Benjamin Lewis

CERTIFICATE OF NON-LAW FIRM AFFILIATION
(Sole Practitioner)

I HEREBY CERTIFY to The Florida Bar on this day of , 20__,
that I am not presently affiliated with a law finn and was not affiliated with a law firm at the time
of the act(s) giving rise to the complaint in The Florida Bar File No. 2022-50,337 (17J).

Jonathan Benjamin Lewis


